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It is an honour and privilege to curate the fourth instalment
of the Ink Society’s “Tribute” Series. This year’s exhibition
celebrates the art and legacy of Luis Chan (1905–1995). One
of Hong Kong’s most original mid-twentieth century artists,
Chan’s art reflects the city’s distinct identity and environment
of the time. Born in Panama, he immigrated to Hong Kong at
the age of five with his family, and the city remained his home
until the end of his life. A “homegrown” artist, Chan never
travelled abroad, apart from a sketching tour to mainland
China and a stint in Macau during the war.
A Tribute to Luis Chan presents an overview of the artist’s
achievements from his prolific career which spanned 60 years.
The exhibition begins with a selection of his watercolour
landscapes. Luis Chan gained recognition in the Hong Kong
art scene for works painted in a realist manner, which by the
late 1930s earned him the moniker “The Watercolour King”.
He travelled all over the city to sketch from life, rendering
compositions with great sensitivity to detail and mastery
of colour and tone. Painted with a subdued palette, these
works each captures the spirit of the place without eschewing
definition, as can be seen in Street Scenes of Hong Kong (1955),
which portrays contemporary city life and draws our attention
to Ho Chai Kung, the mainstay of local pharmaceuticals.
In the late 1950s, artistic activity in Hong Kong began to
flourish. New art schools and programmes were established
and art students wholeheartedly embraced contemporary art
movements of the West. It was during this period that Chan’s
art dramatically changed direction. The fertile environment
at the time gave him the impetus to set free his experimental
spirit. He experimented with a diverse range of styles including
ink painting, fauvism and abstraction, and techniques such
as printmaking and collage. Though he never received any
formal art training, Chan had an early interest in art and a
voracious appetite to learn and read about it. In the mid1960s, his realist landscapes started to morph into surreal,
fantastical worlds. Fantasy Landscape with Seaside Village
(1970) shows this remarkable metamorphosis—boats by the
sea with houses rising in the cliffs are barely recognisable and
bright colours blend into each other, conjuring a dream-like
atmosphere. Landscape with Tree (1973) evokes themes of
traditional Chinese landscape painting. But Chan playfully
shifts the scale and perspective. The painting’s “protagonist”
takes the form of an improbably oversized cherry (or could
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it be a peach, or apple?) hanging from a lone palm tree.
Mountain peaks emerge in the distance and a small goblin
appears at the bottom right corner. The resulting image is so
fun and uncanny that it is almost irrelevant to question the
type of fruit Chan had intended to depict.
These fantasy landscapes, the body of work for which he is
best known, form the crux of the exhibition. Painted with
flamboyant, ravishing colours, each piece seduces us into
a unique and bizarre world. In Big Steamer (1977), human
faces emerge from a mountain range punctuated by trees and
flower pots, and outlines of ghoulish beasts appear out of thin
air. Various types of tropical fish drift in psychedelic seas in
Fish (1979). Figures of men and women—both clothed and
unclothed—frolic and dance gleefully in Legend of Goddesses
of the Sea (1968). Rich and multifarious, these images were
Chan’s response to the shifting postwar zeitgeist in Hong
Kong. He was also unafraid to expose darker undertones of
the generation’s psyche, albeit tempered with great wit and
enigma, as can be seen in Untitled (1979). Are the human
faces peering out from the sides of the fish intended to express
delight or futility?

poised and distinguished, but his playful streak dominates as
a larger-than-life fish floats next to his loins.
Luis Chan created a highly original artistic language. He
barely travelled beyond the Hong Kong shores, but his art
wove together elements of East and West. He was a dreamer
who devised his own universe that blurred the boundaries of
reality and fantasy, but he keenly felt the pulse of the times. He
pursued creativity, but never lost sight of living in the present
moment. While the starting point of his exuberant paintings
was postwar Hong Kong, they continue to resonate today.
Chan’s magical worlds invite us to lose ourselves within them,
giving us the space to form our own interpretations, but also
unleash our own imaginations of alternative realities.

Although Chan moved away from his fantasy landscapes
to pure abstraction in the later years of his career, he never
completely abandoned his connection to the human
experience. For instance, the painted circles in Afternoon Sun
(1972) suggest a pair of eyes drolly gazing out at the viewer.
He continued his experimentations in his late seventies, which
saw him employing the “action painting” method where he
poured and splattered acrylic on the surface of the paper to
produce abstract works full of colour and dynamic lines, as
can be seen in Untitled (1982).
While Chan’s art is a window into his acute observations of
quotidian life, it is also a testament to his fierce imagination and
joie de vivre. Devoid of pretension, his free and unrestrained
spirit comes across in the black-and-white photographs by
New York-based photographer Cheung Ching Ming. Cheung
visited her native Hong Kong and spent time with Luis first
in 1982, and again three years later. She captured a series of
intimate portraits of the artist, the majority of which have not
been exhibited before.
The exhibition concludes with another portrait of the artist—
Portrait of Luis Chan With Fish (circa 1988) by Taiwan-born
painter Chiu Ya-Tsai (1949-2013). Known for his oil-oncanvas portraits that often have an air of melancholy, Chiu
by contrast conveys cheerfulness with a bright, saturated
background rendered in red and green. Luis is portrayed as
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